The Big Challenge 2022
Level 1
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[AUDIO]

Very well.
At school.
I'm Emma.
Twelve.

[AUDIO]

Yes, it is.
Yes, I am.
I'm from London.
Thanks.

[AUDIO]
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[AUDIO]

Thank you.
Yes, please.
I'm fine.
No, thanks.
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[AUDIO]

What time is it?
How are you?
How old are you?
What's your name?
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Fourteen
Twelve
Fifteen
Ten
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my mother's brother
my father's cousin
my uncle's wife
my brother's wife

[AUDIO]

On the bed.
On the right.
On the left.
Under the window.

[AUDIO]

He's got a blue T-shirt.
He hasn't got a book.
He isn't very happy.
He's got short hair.
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[AUDIO]

[AUDIO]
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Under the books.
In front of a bag.
Next to the clock.
On top of an apple.

[AUDIO]
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chips, pasta, ham
apples, caps, rice
fish, beef, plates
chicken, coats, sausages
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Listen. Where does Jane work?

Germin Street
Girmyn Street
Jermyn Street
Jermin Street

Listen to the conversation. What
day is it today?

Friday, 12th March.
Friday, 11th March.
Sunday, 11th March.
Saturday, 9th March.
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[AUDIO]

Listen to the conversation.
What's the man's job?

He's a taxi driver.
He drives a bus.
He's a film actor.
He sells tickets at a
cinema.

[AUDIO]

Listen to the conversation on a
bus. What can the man say
now?

I'm ready.
I'm so sorry.
No problem.
Have a nice time.

Listen to a father and his son.
What can the father say now?

You're not tired.
I'm so hungry.
It's your bedtime.
I want to play a game.

Listen to the conversation. What
are they talking about?

Motor bikes.
Computer games.
The man's dogs.
A rock band.

[AUDIO]

Absolutely. That's a
terrible idea.
That's really kind of you.
Yes, of course I can
borrow it.
You're welcome.

Listen. What's the word?

black
back
bag
pack

Listen to the word and find the
letter that rhymes with it.

A
J
G
K

Listen. What three words can
you hear?

hour, these, food
our, this, foot
over, this, foot
hour, his, food

[AUDIO]

[AUDIO]
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[AUDIO]

[AUDIO]

[AUDIO]
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The Normans.
The Vikings.
The Romans.
The Spanish.

Dad and I …… in the garden at
the moment.

is
am
are
have

Please …… down and be quiet,
children!

make
sit
don't
put
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My sister's …… blue eyes.

got
hasn't
have got
likes
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…… I …… just a small piece of
cake, please?

Am … got
Can … have
Have … make
Does … like
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We …… shopping at this
supermarket. We think it's too
expensive.

never do our
usually go
don't often
doesn't like

…… much …… the fridge?

How … does cost
How … have you got
Is there … cheese in
Do you keep … eggs in
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Leo Patterson is …… .

Sue's friend
Danny's father
Sue's brother
Sue's neighbour

Leo says he wants to …… .

buy a new bicycle
give Sue a present
go to a party
see Danny on Sunday

What do we know about Leo?

He never has problems
with his bike.
He lives a long way from
Danny.
He knows he can go to
the party by bus.
He can't use his bike
next Sunday.

We know that …… .

Leo can't go to the party
because he hasn't got a
car
Danny and Leo are
going to Sue's party in
the same car
Leo is going to drive his
father's car to the party
Sue's birthday party starts
at 3 o'clock in the
afternoon

We know that Alan Drew …… .

is a student
plays football
is a teacher
works in Cranmarsh

Alan Drew's message is …… .

only for new members
about the club's
activities in October
about a visit to a school
about the club's minibus

We know the members of the
club are interested in …… .

the natural world
trips to big cities
football
visits to castles

What can you say about the
minibus?

The school football team
needs it every Saturday.
When the Safari Club
needs it, the football team
can't have it.
It belongs to the school
and has only 12 seats.
The football team
doesn't need it on the
first Saturday in
October.

What do we know about
Cranmarsh Nature Reserve?

There aren't many birds
and flowers in the
reserve.
You can see everything in
the reserve in an hour.
Visitors usually have
lunch at the café in the
reserve.
It's the perfect place for
people who like long
walks.

British people love …… and
usually put milk or lemon in it.

coffee
fish and chips
tea
cereal
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Meghan and Kate are married to
two princes: …… .

Charles and Edward
William and Charles
Harry and William
Edward and William
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…… is only 130 years old and
no one lives there, but visitors to
London usually want to see it.

Buckingham Palace
Tower Bridge
The Tower of London
Stonehenge
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Mum …… the dinner but she's ill
today, so …… it.

normally cooks … she
doesn't cook
likes cooking … I cook
usually cooks … Dad's
cooking
always cooking … she
can't cook
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Find the pair of words with
different vowel sounds. For
example: ship/please, main/test.

green/east
food/book
know/hope
my/time
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“This new machine for making
pasta is amazing.” “Really? ……
it …… ? ”

What's … do
How does … work
Whose … for
Why … so good

People think it often rains in
England, …… ?

isn't it
does it
don't they
doesn't it
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